Year 4 Newsletter Term 3 2022
Welcome to Term 3 in The Sanctuary!

Important Dates:

We were so excited to see the students smiling faces again
after the winter break. We have begun the term with so
much excitement for the learning ahead of us.

Friday 5th August: Jeans for Genes Day

We spent the first week reminding students of expectations
at school and in The Sanctuary. Don’t forget to regularly
check Compass and keep an eye out for our weekly
updates.
We would like to remind you that if at any point you have
any questions or concerns, please contact us through
Compass or arrange a meeting with your child’s teacher.

Monday 8th August: 4M Cooking
Wednesday 10th of August: 4T Cooking
Thursday 18th August: School Concert
Monday August 20th to Friday August 25th: Book Week
Friday 16th September: End of Term 3 (dismissal 2:30)

Miss McGeary and Miss Tatham

Specialist Timetable:
This year, all specialist classes will run for one hour.

Subject

4M

4T

Art

Tuesday 10:00

Tuesday 9:00

PE

Thursday 9:00

Thursday 10:00

Performing Arts

Tuesday 10:00

Tuesday 10:00

Digital Technologies

Monday 9:00

Monday 10:00

Indonesian

Monday 10:00

Wednesday 9:00

Library

Monday 9:00

Thursday 12:30

Literacy
Reading:
During this term, we will be focusing on comprehension, working through the CAFÉ Reading menu and the 12 comprehension
strategies. Students will begin each CAFÉ Reading session with Daily Four. This allows students to make a choice of how they
would like to practice their reading; read to self, read to someone, listen to reading or word work. Students will conference
regularly with their teacher to review their individual goals. Thank you to all the students who are continuing to read and discuss
their levelled readers at home with an adult. This is making a huge difference and we really appreciate the hard work.
Writing:
This term we are focusing on recount and narrative text types. We have begun by researching a famous world explorer and will
be writing a recount of adventures from their perspective. Later in the term, students will be working on their narrative writing,
building their skills to write a sizzling start, mighty middle and exciting ending. We will focus on using ambitious vocabulary, a
variety of punctuation and using our five senses to add more detail and description to our writing. We will continue to use our
Writer’s Notebooks to build ideas and inspire our weekly fun free writing sessions.
Spelling:
This term, students will continue with the Jolly Grammar program which has a strong phonics focus. Students will complete pages
from “Jolly Grammar 4” book each week. Students will be explicitly taught spelling rules, suffixes, contractions, adjectives, plurals
and identifying the subject and object of a sentence. Students will practise weekly spelling words for homework each week.
Speaking and Listening:
Every day, students will be provided with opportunities demonstrate active listening and to participate in class or small group
discussions, to share their work and present their ideas to their peers. We will also continue to incorporate Circle Time activities
throughout the week to develop oral language and provide opportunities for student voice to be heard.

Maths
This term, students will participate in three one-hour Maths group sessions. Students will be tested using Essential Assessments
at the beginning of each unit, grouped accordingly and then post-tested to monitor growth. This term’s focus is on multiplication,
division, time and using units of measurement. Additionally, students will participate in weekly fluency games and problem
solving sessions to building their automatic response and critical thinking skills.

Inquiry
This term we are working through our history unit: First Contacts. Through this unit, students will learn about Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Peoples long connection to country and what life was like for them prior to European contact. Students will
study and sequence chronologically the early years of European settlement, identifying and explaining the cause and effects of
European settlement. A key focus is developing student’s skills in source analysis and determining accuracy and reliability of
information by understanding perspectives. Students will develop an understanding of the impact of British colonisation on
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples when researching and evaluating information.

RRRR
Students have been enjoying our Rights, Resilience and Respectful Relationships lessons in the first half of the year. Respectful
Relationships promotes respect and gender equality and helps students learn how to build healthy relationships. It prepares
students to face challenges by developing problem-solving skills and building resilience and confidence.

Homework
We have adjusted our homework program this term. Homework focusses on three things; spelling, times tables and reading. We have given
students a new, sturdier homework pouch that will hold their homework book, their home reader, their reading diary and a laminated sheet of
reading levels and homework expectations. The spelling words have been sourced from the Jolly Grammar program and center around the focus
sound for the week. This term, students will have a grid of activities to complete for spelling. They need to choose 3 to do each week and
complete these in their homework book. It is expected that by the end of Grade 4, students know all of their multiplication and related division
facts to 12 x 12. They will be given one times table to work on at a time and will be tested frequently and moved up accordingly. Additionally, we
have added a thinkers key with a variety of activities to encourage deeper thinking. It has been a joy listening to students share their creative
answers so far. Students are expected to read to an adult for at least 15 minutes every night and record the title in their reading diaries with a
comment or a signature from an adult. We encourage the homework pouch to stay in the students bags when it is not being used so that
homework books are here when needed and books can be changed easily. Students will bring their homework home on a Monday afternoon
and it is due back Friday of the same week.

Wellness Hour, House points AND Behaviour
It is pleasing to see that students have responded positively to the behaviour system in the first half of the year and are
continuously making positive choices. The behaviour system is easy to follow, visual and allows students to monitor their
own behaviour throughout the day. We expect students to adjust their behaviour as soon as they have had a reminder and
definitely if they receive a cross. A loss of Wellness Hour time is considered a major consequence and is only given for
repeated poor choices or a serious incident. It is an expectation that as we move throughout the year, students will begin to make better
choices, as they understand the connection between their behaviour, expectations and consequences.

As a reward for making the correct choices, our students participate in “Wellness Hour”. Wellness
Hour is a positive classroom management strategy used as a popular incentive, usually for good
behaviour but is also given for effort, learning and academic achievement. It’s something the
children look forward to, work towards and aim for so they can do something of their choice or a
‘fun’ enrichment activity for up to an hour. It can improve teamwork, class spirit and make for
positive experiences.
A main aspect of our system are the words: CHOICE, RESPECT, RESPONSIBILITY and CONSEQUENCE! These are the
four words we live by. Each pupil’s behaviour is directly linked to the Friday Wellness Hour. There are clear
consequences for not following the rules so when children are confronted with a situation that challenges them,
they will learn to think twice and behave with more thought. Each Friday afternoon pupils have a choice of fun
activities. Pupils who have been on the behaviour system during the week accumulate consequences starting with
the loss of their choice and increasing to the complete loss of their time. We are encouraging pupils to see the connection between their choices
throughout the week in the classroom and playground and the ability to participate in weekly rewards.
Our “eggcellent” positive behaviour reward system continues this term due to the success we have had and student enjoyment. To assist our
students in continuing to make the right choices and for further incentive to always follow the school rules and expectations, students can now
be awarded a mystery egg from the treasure box. At the end of the day all students in class will “eggcitedly” open their eggs in front of the class
and then check the prize board to see what they have won. Prizes range from house points to the elusive ‘Golden Egg’, where students win a
lunch order! Three lucky students received this special prize already. We are so “eggcited” to see how many prizes we can give out this term!!

Uniform

Mobile Phones

It’s great to see many children looking fabulous in the correct school
uniform. We are frequently reminding the children about correct
articles of clothing and the rules associated with wearing jewelry to
school. Please ensure items of clothing are
labelled. Please check the Student Dress Code
Policy if you have any queries (available on the
school website).

A reminder that mobile phones or devices need to
be handed into your child’s teacher at the beginning
of each day. Devices will be locked in a safe until the end of the
day. Please ensure your child only brings a device if necessary.
Please check the Mobile Phone Policy if you have any queries
(available on the school website).

3/4 Camp
We are excited to announce that camp is fast approaching. This year we are headed to Phillip island Adventure
Camp from the 24th to the 26th of October. Details are now available on Compass under “Events”.
Further information will be posted later this term.

Highlights from Term 2

